Fellowship 7/31
Val calls meeting to order at 11:56
Mr. Nifong commences distributing certificates and results and such.
Mr. Nifong says that NCP Latin club board and National Latin Society Board must take t-shirts to
put in suitcases to take home because he wonʼt pay for shipping and doesnʼt want to buy
another suitcase.
Mr. Nifong deals with debt collection!
Thereʼs a mystery person whose name Mr. Nifong did not record and people keep
claiming that itʼs them. Itʼs Emily Driscoll, maybe?
Mr. Nifong says we must check out by noon; bus will pick us up at 12:15. Meet at Bell Athletic
Center. Arrive at the airport at 1, have lunch, get on plane without having to run. Turn in keys in
envelope in which you received them.
“Look around your room - I know thatʼs a trial for some of you, Iʼve seen the rooms.”
Between 11:30 and noon: Boys bring keys to Mr. Nifong, girls turn things in to Ms. Jordt (304).
Ms. Jordt reviews what one must do to leave oneʼs room in acceptable condition.
Emily Driscoll wants to know what would happen if one lost oneʼs conference card.
There is some procedure that involves $$$$$
Sam Shipley has a convoluted question about envelopes.
Charlie announces that Connor (from soccer) wants a picture with the team; meet in Coates
after fellowship
We distribute cookies from Ms. Jordt! Everyone gets two! Much rejoicing!
We sing happy birthday to Tori! Tori gets a glitter star from Jordt!
Val invites people to share their favorite part of convention!
• Lyle has a newfound appreciation fo rwater
• Sam Shipleyʼs favorite part was tonightʼs dance
• Fitzʼs favorite part was being deified by Wisconsin
• He went to the scavenger hunt and there were only like 20 people and then a bunch of
people came and he and a few others were on a team consisting mostly of people from
Wisconsin. Mindren points out his last name his Fitz, connections are made between the
band Fitz and the Tantrums, the team separated into two groups and got lost. A clue was
stolen by a spider, Fitz killed the spider and took the clue, so they deified Fitz.
• Wieser enjoyed many things!
• Tulsi offers a shoutout to Lina W for second place in spirit!
• Lina gets a glitter star from Jordt!
• . Spencerʼs favorite part was watching all the certamen teams play well
• Sam Kurzydloʼs favorite part was spirit, even though he sounds like his grandma. It was very
much a bonding experience. Even when he was tired, he had the support of the group.
• Paul offers a shoutout to the board for dying during spirit. Paul really enjoyed colloquia
sessions!
• slavery in ancient Rome

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• science fiction and classical mythology
Sam Shipley has a comment! San Antiono and Fruff and Good nice will stick with him forever!
Cassandra says that she enjoyed so many things, but the most obnoxious ludi cheers ever
were really great.
Maddie H. says that the Barrington kids got to see one of their old teachers and they sold a
bunch of buttons and raised a bunch of money!
Marti enjoyed competing with the upper certamen team and watching SCLers and Mr. Nifong
play World Series! Also Sam Saks Fithian got a history question!
Kimʼs favorite thing was playing certamen, followed by Thatʼs Entertainment.
Lyle was at first confused by the Racketeers, but it was the funniest thing ever! Also has
stopped seeing people from other schools as ~enemies~ Now weʼre all friends!
Itʼs Emilyʼs Tokarskiʼs first convention! She loved the bond we as a delegation all shared.
Weʼre a good size, but we all know each other and do things together.

Ms. Jordt wraps up the sharing and tells everyone who isnʼt traveling with us should get ribbons
from Val. She presents the board with a gift of dog playing cards!

